European Healthcare Climate Summit 2020
10:00 Welcome & objectives
10:10 What is a road map?
10:20 Building Climate-smart Healthcare Pt. 1
10:30 Building Climate-smart Healthcare Pt. 2
10:40 Breakout #1
11:05 Breakout #2
11:45 Feedback
12:00 Close
Attitude and practicalities

- Attendees **mute microphone** when not speaking.
- Attendees **turn off camera** when not speaking.
- **Do not use chat function**, unless you require technical support.

- Presenters and facilitators: Turn on your cameras (where possible) during presentations/breakout groups.
1. Present our plans for *Operation Zero*

2. **This is a consultation event!** We want your views and ideas to support us in developing a more robust project